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Inclusion of shear deformations allows the bending theory to be extended 
to relatively thick beams and shells and, at the same time, simplifies the finite 
element formulation for both thick and thin beams because monotonic conver
gence may be achieved without ensuring continuity of displacement derivatives 
between adjacent elements. Consequently, one may use low order interpolation 
polynomials, including linear ones. This is particularly useful in the case of 
curved beams because with higher order interpolation polynomials it is very 
difficult to satisfy exactly the conditions of no self-straining at rigid body rotations 
and of availability of all constant strain states (2,3,6,10), while with linear 
displacement interpolation polynomials and a straight shape of the element these 
requirements are easily met. 

As the beam depth, d (or cylindrical shell thickness), becomes very small 
keeping the element length, I, constant, the contribution of shear stiffness to 
the element stiffness matrix must vanish. However, this was found not to occur, 
a condition which was termed "spurious shear stiffness" (20) and was shown 
to be responsible for ill-conditioning of the stiffness matrix in the case of very 
slender beams or thin cylindrical shells. A number of remedial techniques have 
been proposed (7,8,9,II,12,14,15,16,17,18,20,2\). Best known is the technique 
of reduced numerical integration (1,20) which, however, does not allow the 
use of linear interpolation polynomials. In a recent work (7) (not covering buckling 
and curved beams) it has been shown that the ill-conditioning (or spurious shear 
stiffness) can also be avoided if the actual plate thickness, d, is replaced by 
a modified thickness, d', depending on the element size, I. However, this could 
hardly be applied in the case of irregular cross sections (e.g., I, T, and box) 
or nonhomogeneous and layered cross sections. 

In a recent study (5), the writers found that the problem of spurious shear 
stiffness also arises in the combined Saint-Venant and warping torsion of box 
girders, but can be eliminated by introducing a new formulation in which the 
degree, N d' of interpolation polynomials for transverse displacements (and twist) 
is N r - I, N r being the degree of polynomials for longitudinal displacements 
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(rotation and warping). (This is contrary to the general practice of using N d 

= N + 1.) It was also observed (5) that this formulation can eliminate the 
problem of spurious shear in bending of slender beams or cylindrical shells, 
but the formulation for this case was not developed in detail. This will be 
done herein, showing a new formulation which is particularly useful for curved 
beams. All Ilnalysis will be restricted to deformations in the plane of curvature. 

INTERPOlATION POLYNOMIALS AND INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS MAmlX 

A curved beam will be approximated by a series of straight elements [Fig. 
I(all with skew ends satisfying full continuity between elements. For best 

TABLE 1.-Numerical Results 
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FIG. 1,-(.) Subdivision of Beam In Anlte Elements; (b) Mapping from Unit Parent 
Element; (e) Comparison of Displacement Interpolation Functions 

accuracy, the axis of each element is chosen to deviate equally to both sides 
from the given curved axis [Fig. I(a)]. The element will be conveniently visualized 
as a mapped image of a parent unit rectangular element [Figs. I(a) and I(b»). 
By virtue of the straightness of element, the mapping is linear in each coordinate, 
i.e. 
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I I 
z = - (I - t)( -/ + b z TJ) + - (I +,)(1 + b z TJ) 

4 '4 I 

(la) 

I I 
y = - (I - t) b TJ + - (I + t) b TJ ••••••••••••••••••••• (Ib) 4 y, 4 Y/ 

in which z. y = local rectangular coordinates of the element centered at midlength 
of the element [Fig. I(a»); I = length of element; t, TJ = coordinates of the 
parent rectangular element that are mapped into z and y; subscripts i, j refer 
to the ends of element; b z,' b Yi (or b Zj' b Yj) = components of vector b that 
characterizes the orientation of the cross section, such that b = Ibl represents 
the depth [or thickness, Fig. I(a») of the beam (which may vary along the 
beam). The mapping in Eq. I a is introduced in such a form that t = ± I are 
the end cross sections and, in the case of doubly symmetric cross section, 
TJ = ± I are the top and bottom fibers of the beam element; for an asymmetric 
cross section, the limits are TJ2 =:' 2Y2 / band TJ I = TJ2 - 2, in which Y2 = 
y-coordinate of the top fiber measured from the centroid. The displacements, 
u and v, in z and y directions will be considered to be distributed as: 

b 
u = - [(t 2 - t)<I>i + (I - t 2)<I>o + (t2 + t) <l>j) TJ 

2 . 

I 1 
+ - (I - t) Ui + - (I + t) U j ••••••••••••••••••••• (2a) 

2 2 

1 I 
v=-(I -t)V.+-(I +t)V. 

2 I 2 I 
.............. (2b) 

<I> = rotation of cross section; V = transverse deflection; U = longitudinal 
displacement of the centroid: and subscript 0 refers to the midlength of element 
(interior node). In contrast to the usual finite elements for bending (13), the 
distribution of deflection, v, is not cubic but linear, and in contrast to the 
usual thick-shell finite elements (19), the polynomials for u and v are not of 
the same degree [Fig. l(c»), and the element is not isoparametric but subparame
tric (19). 

Consider now that the beam is initially in equilibrium at initial normal stresses 
(J~ = pO/A, due to initial axial force po and initial shear stresses T ~Y' Subsequently, 
an infinitesimal incremental deformation occurs. The virtual work of stresses 
«J~ + 17 ,) and (T~y + T Zy) after incremental deformation upon any kinematically 
admissible variation ou(z, y), 8v(z, y) is 8 W = 8 WI + 8 Wo - f z<q z8u + q y8v)dz 
with 

8w l =I I 17,8e, dAdz + I I T,y8e"dAdz ............... (3) 
: A , A 

8WO = 1,1 A ~~8€z dAdz + 1.f A T~y 8-yzy dAdz .............. (4) 

in which A = area of cross section; qz, qy = load components per unit length 
of beam; and 
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ez = :> €z= eZ ++(:: r • (5) 

au av I av av 
e,y = a; + a;; -y zy = elY + 2 a; a; ................... (6) 

in which e" e 'Y == small (linearized) normal and shear strains; and € z' -y zy = 
finite normal and shear strains. Eq. 3 contains linearized strain because only 
infinitesimal incremental deformation is considered. Nevertheless, in the product 
(J'~ 8€ t (Eq. 4) the finite strain expression must be used, because, in view 
of IT~ and T~. being finite (large), the product, (J~ 8e" would be accurate only 
up to small quantities of first order in displacement gradients, whereas the 
product, (J'. 8e. (Eq. 3), is a small quantity of second order (4). Component 
(au/ ilz)2 ha~ be~n deleted from € z since for small incremental strains it is negligible 
with regard to e,. Similar comments can be made about T zy 8e" and T~y 8-y zy' 

It is expedient to introduce the column matrices 

e = (e,. e ').) T, q = (17 , ' T 'l') T •••••••••• 

q = (Up Vj' 4>,. U I , VI' 4'1' !I)o)T= (qhT, <l>o)T 

qh = (Up V" 4',. Uj' VI' (l>j)T ........ . 

in which superscript l' denotes a transpose. Then 

· (7) 

· (8) 

· (9) 

<! = () e, e = n q; n = ad b ......................... (10) 

in which () = (2 x 2) elastic matrix defined as Dil = 0 for i "" j; D" = 
E = Young's modulus; Dn = G = shear modulus (modified by the shear correction 
coefficient for a given shape of cross section); n = (2 x 7) matrix; and matrices 
a, d, and b are defined by 

e = B II'; u' = d u; u = b q ........................ (11) 

in which u' = (au/iJz, iJu/iJy, iJV/iJZ)T; 

u = (au/iJt, iJlI/iJTJ, iJv/iJt, iJv/iJTJ) T. 

Further. it is useful to set 

. ................. (12) 

iJv (ill' iJV) T 
a;=d' at'a; =d'b'q=Cq with C=d'b' ......... (13) 

Matrices b' and d' are easily derived from the relation 

)::1 =J ):;1 
:~ . :: ............. (14) 

in which J = Jacobian matrix of the mapping defined by Eq. I. and from 
a similar relation that holds for the derivatives of v. Denoting by Jii l the 
components of the inverse matrix, J -I, one obtains 
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II J- I 
12 0 

d = J-I [' 21 J- I 
22 0 o . 0] 

J-I ' 
d' = [JIll, J I21 J ......... (15) 

0 0 J- I 
II 12 

Using Eqs. 11, 13, 8, and 9, Eqs. 3 and 4 can be brought to the forms 
8 WI = f l fA 8 ~ T q dz.dA = 8q T K I q and 8 Wo = f z f A (1~ (C8q) T C q dz.dA 
= 8q TKo q in which 

KI=I I BTDBdz.dA= r I'l2BTDBIJldTJdt ........... (16) 
z A -I '1, 

KO =.!: r I'l2 C T C IJI dTJdt ...................... (17) 
A -I '1, _ 

where K I, KO = stress-independent and stress-dependent parts of incremental 
stiffness matrix K; IJI = det (J). Terms that do not involve q have been deleted 
in 8 Wo because they do not affect the stiffness. 

The virtual work may now be expressed as 8W = 8qT(Klq + KOq - F), 
in which F = (7 x 1) column matrix of applied forces associated with q. The 
condition that 8 W vanish for any 8q yields the incremental equilibrium condition 
of the element 

K q = F with K = K I + KO ........................ (18) 

in which F are applied forces associated with q (Eq. 9). The last row of matrix 
in Eq. 18 refers to <1>0' Since <1>0 is a rotation of an internal node, it may 
be eliminated from the system of equations (which is termed "static condensation" 
of stiffness matrix) (13). This yields the condensed equilibrium equation of 
the element 

kqb=f with k=kl+ko ........................ (19) 

in which k I, kO are the parts arising from K I, KO. Note that matrix kO is obtained 
from KO merely by deleting zero rows and zero columns associated with the 
internal node. 

In the general case, the stiffness matrix is best computed from Eqs. 16 and 
17 by Gaussian-point integration (8 points were used). In the special case of 
a straight beam of constant cross section, the nonzero components of the upper 
triangular part of the symmetric (6 x 6) matrix k I are 

EA 
k I = -- k I = - k I k I = (60 EI + GA [2 )(6[3 .1. ) -I . II I' 14 II' 22 , '" 'f' y , 

k~~ = -Q2' q6 = k~3; k~3 = [(80 + 241jJ y) EI, + 3GA ,,)2J(24/1\1) -I; 

k~~ = (60 EI, + GA". F)(I2121jJ )J -I , k~6 = [(40 - 241\1 y)EI, 

- GA"Y](2411jJ)J- I ; k~4 = kl l , qs = Q2' k16 = -k~3' k~ = k~3 .... (20) 

in which A", = area of the webs; and l\Iy = 1 + 10 EI,(GA"Y)-I. The geometric 
stiffness matrix, kO (6 x 6 in size), has, in the present formulation, a simpler 
form than it has in the usual formulation and its only nonzero elements are 
k~2 = qs = po /I, k~s = k~2 = -k~2' 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

To examine the convergence with growing number n of identical elements, 
beams, rings. and arches of various slenderness ratios have been solved numeri
cally. The results are summarized in Table 1. In all cases the cross section 
was a hollow square box. constant along the beam. of width b = 120 in. (3.048 
111), depth d = 11; Young's modulus E = 30 X 10 6 psi (206.8 kN/mm 2), shear 
modulus G = E / 3; thickness 8 I = I in. (25.4 111m) of the walls parallel to 
axis y. Various thicknesses 8 2 of horizontal walls were considered. The exact 
solutions in Table I were solved from the differential equations for bending 
or buckling of beams with shear deformation. 

In case II, a simply supported beam of span L is loaded by moments 4 x 
107 Ih x in. (4.519 MN x m) at both ends. In case b, Table I gives axial 
huckling load of the beam. In cases c - d a ring of perimeter 2L is stretched 
by two opposite loads P = 106 Ib (453,590 kg) acting along the diameter. and 
Table I gives the deflection under load. WI' as well as the deflection along 
a 'horizontal dimneter which is perpendicular to the load direction, w z. In case 
e, Table I gives the critical uniformly distributed radial load. q " for the first 
antisymmetric plane buckling mode of a circular two-hinge arch of length L 
(along the curve) and of central angle 60°. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Examples show that the convergence is monotonic, i.e., upper bound solutions 
lire guaranteed. This is due to the fact that a fully consistent finite element 
formulation characterized by full continuity between the elements is used. In 
the case of very slender beams. the rate of convergence is found to be distinctly 
slower than that for the usual slender beam elements with cubic displacement 
variation. and so a higher number of elements is needed, which is naturally 
expected because of the assumed linear variation of the displacements. But 
for deep beams the convergence is very fast. The convergence rate improves 
considerably as the thickness of top and bottom flanges increases and the shear 
deformation of the vertical wehs hecomes more important, whereas for a slender 
solid rectangular beam without flanges (case 8 2 = 0 in Table I), in which the 
shear deformation is not too pronounced, the rate of convergence is poor. 

The source of poor convergence in the case of very slender beams may 
be clarified by considering the matrix in Eq. 20 for a solid rectangular cross 
section of depth d. When d -+ 0 (very slender beam) while keeping I. E, and 
G fixed, the effect of shear stiffness, GA .... should vanish for the spurious 
shear stiffness phenomenon to be absent, and all stiffness coefficients except 
the axial ones (EA/I) should decrease as dl, i.e., k!//d 3 must be finite as 
d -+ O. But examination of Eq. 20. in which GAw - d, Eft - dl, lim l\Iy 
= I, and GA loY - d (- denoting proportional dependence), reveals that k:/ d 3 

-+ 00 as d -+ O. At the same time, however. it appears from this consideration 
that lim k!;I d' can be made finite by substituting G = 0 in all elements of 
the matrix in Eq. 20 except in coefficient 1\1,. In this manner. the spurious 
stiffness phenomenon is easily eliminated. (This -is done. of course. at the expense 
of loosing monotonous convergence. i.e., upper-bound solutions.) Furthermore, 
it has been verified numerically that the substitution of G = 0 except in l\Iy 
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also greatly improves accuracy, even for rather deep beams. Apparently, the 
shear is adequately accounted for by coefficient t/ly' the other terms due to 
shear being unrealistic. 

When the stiffness matrix is c1tlculated by numerical integration, the foregoing 
elimination of shear corresponds to the following procedure: (I) Calculate the 
diagonal stiffness coefficient, K ~7' associated with interior node rotation 11>0' 
separately for E = I, G = 0 and for E = 0, G = 1, and express K ~7 as 
ex E + i3 G; (2) calculate t/I y = 1 + ex EI i3 G for actual E and G; and (3) expressing 
K ~7 as i3 G t/I v' replace here and in all other terms of the row and column 
associated with 11>0 the actual value of G by a very small number, e.g., G 
= 10 -25; then proceed to calculate the rest of K!j and condense K;\. 

Note the special role of the interior node rotation in eliminating the spurious 
shear phenomenon. Apparently, the additional degree of freedom associated 
with this node (and resulting from the fact that N, = Nd + 1) makes it possible 
for the excess equilibrium condition associated with this node to enforce in 
the limit for d -+ 0 the norma~ity of cross section in a certain average sense 
within the element. Further, note that the spurious shear stiffness could also 
be eliminated by setting G = 0 at the outset (giving t/ly = 1); but for deep 
beams the accuracy would then be poor. 

Finite elements of the type proposed are particularly expedient in the case 
of curved beams. The reason is that the interpolation (shape) functions in Eq. 
2 enable the ends of element to be made skew with regard to its axis, so 
that one may easily achieve full continuity between finite elements, as well 
as fulfill the conditions of no self -straining in rigid body rotation and of availability 
of all constant strain states. These conditions are very difficult to satisfy exactly 
with curved finite elements based on the classical bending theory (2,3,6,10). 

Finite elements with various other combinations of the interpolation polynomials 
for displacements (degree N d) and for rotation (degree N,) have been examined. 
Among all other possible combinations of the degrees N d = I, 2, 3 and N, 
= I, 2, 3, only the case N d = 2, N, = 3 allows a similar elimination of spurious 
shear stiffness by merely deleting the shear terms. Accuracy for slender beams 
was in this case also much better than that shown in Table I, but the formulation 
was cumbersome in the case of curved beams. It seems that in general the 
ease of elimination of spurious shear stiffness requires that 

N d = N, - I ................................. (21) 

It was also found that, after applying static condensation to the three interior 
nodes needed for the case N d = 2, N, = 3, the stiffness matrix is identical 
to that derived in a different manner by Prziemieniecki (p. 80 of Ref. 13) for 
prismatic beams without initial forces. 
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